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Summary
In October 2021, Bitwarden engaged with cybersecurity firm Cure53 to perform penetration testing and
a dedicated audit of the source code. A team of four dedicated testers from Cure53 were tasked with
preparing and executing the audit. A total of nineteen days were invested to reach total coverage
needed for Bitwarden.
Over the nineteen days, twenty-five issues were discovered with only one vulnerability deemed critical
and requiring immediate action. The breakdown and resolution of the issues is as follows:
●
●
●
●
●

16 issues were fixed during the assessment
4 issues fixed post-assessment
1 low-risk issue accepted for usability
2 informational-only issues with upstream library issues
2 informational-only issues under planning and research

Given that a majority of the issues were immediately addressable and were remediated during the
assessment, these results are very positive, especially considering the size and complexity of the code
being examined. Any remaining issues were remediated post-assessment.
This report was prepared by the Bitwarden team to cover the scope and impact of the issues found
during the assessment and their resolution steps. Some issues had no impact and were reported for
information purposes only. These issues are not included in this report. For completeness and
transparency, a copy of the report delivered by Cure53 has also been attached to this report.
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Issues
BWN-02-003 WP1: HTML injection on SAML Single-Sign On
Bitwarden can act as a Service Provider for use with SAML-based Single Sign On (SSO) and allows
enterprise organizations to configure their SSO Identity Provider (IdP) service URLs under the
organization’s settings. It was discovered that lack of validation could allow a malicious customer to
configure a SAML service URL with malicious HTML. This malicious HTML could possibly be used to
execute cross-site scripting attacks or phishing campaigns under a Bitwarden domain. The configured
Content Security Policy prevented this issue from being exploitable.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1691
2. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1695
Additional checks were added on the SSO configuration APIs to validate the SAML service URLs to
make sure that they do not contain HTML characters such as <, >, and quotes. We don't expect that
real service URLs will ever need these characters. Additionally, validation was added to ensure that all
service URLs start with http:// or https://, as would be expected.
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BWN-02-004 WP1: Internal IP detection can be bypassed via IPv6
Bitwarden operates an “Icon Service” that is used to dynamically fetch icons to display next to items in
a user’s vault. Given the dynamic nature of this service’s input parameters, a malicious actor could
pass certain domain names and IP addresses in an attempt to probe internal networks that the attacker
would otherwise not have access to. Several checks were already in place to prevent such attacks,
however, it was discovered that certain IPv6 structures could circumvent existing checks. Given that the
Bitwarden Icon service is operated in isolation, successful network probing was not exploitable.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1701
The Bitwarden Icon Service was updated to include :ffff: from the ::ffff:<ipv4 address> syntax so that
the validation check correctly includes IPv4 addresses represented in the IPv6 standard.
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BWN-02-007 WP4: DOMXSS/Open redirect in webauthn-connector.html
Bitwarden provides a “webauthn connector” that is hosted on the web vault domain to enable non-web
based applications to easily invoke FIDO2 WebAuthn APIs via iframe. These APIs are used to support
WebAuthn security keys for two-step login. Once the WebAuthn functions are complete, a callback URI
is redirected to using document.location.replace. This callback URI was being passed into the
connector as a dynamic parameter. This callback URI parameter could be modified by a malicious actor
to execute JavaScript or redirect unsuspecting users from the Bitwarden web vault domain. The
connector is hosted outside of the Angular web vault application, so any executions would not be able
to compromise sensitive vault data.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/web/pull/1282
It was determined that callback URI did not need to be dynamically provided and has been scoped to
static values.
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BWN-02-008 WP4: Iframe injection in duo-connector.html
Bitwarden provides a “duo connector” that is hosted on the web vault domain to enable non-web based
applications to easily invoke the Duo Web SDK APIs via iframe. These APIs are used to support the
Duo service for two-step login. The Duo Web SDK requires that a dynamic hostname be provided from
the Duo application configuration. This hostname value is configured on the user or organization
account settings within Bitwarden and is then passed to the Duo Web SDK through the duo connector.
While this hostname value is validated server side when being configured in account settings, it is not
re-validated client side in the duo connector. A malicious actor could invoke the duo connector using a
malicious hostname value, which the Duo Web SDK would then attempt to load. This could allow a
malicious actor to embed deceptive pages in the duo connector iframe under the Bitwarden web vault
domain.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/web/pull/1283
Since Duo application hostname values are always subdomains under the duosecurity.com or
duofederal.com base domains, validation was added when parsing the passed hostname parameter in
the duo connector.
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BWN-02-009 WP4: DOMXSS/Open redirect in captcha-connector.html
Bitwarden provides a “captcha connector” that is hosted on the web vault domain to enable non-web
based applications to easily invoke captcha library APIs via iframe. These APIs are used to support
captcha challenges that protect vital endpoints that are often attacked by automated traffic. Once the
captcha response is complete, a callback URI is redirected to using document.location.replace. This
callback URI was being passed into the connector as a dynamic parameter. This callback URI
parameter could be modified by a malicious actor to execute JavaScript or redirect unsuspecting users
from the Bitwarden web vault domain. The connector is hosted outside of the Angular web vault
application, so any executions would not be able to compromise sensitive vault data.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/web/pull/1284
It was determined that callback URI did not need to be dynamically provided and has been scoped to
static values.
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BWN-02-010 WP1: Collection restriction not enforced for managers
Organization owners can add users and assign a role to limit user access to vault data within the
Bitwarden application. In addition to role based permissions, there are individual granular permissions
that include the ability to restrict access to certain collections. It was discovered that the manager role
had full access to all collections, even when the associated user has been restricted to certain
collections. Organizations expect permissions to follow the model of least privilege so the expectation is
that any permissions with additional restrictions should supersede those of the default roles.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1834
Manager permissions have been updated to ensure that access is limited to only assigned collections.
The PUT request now includes a user validation check to validate what collections that user is
assigned.
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BWN-02-012 WP1: Stored XSS in Admin panel
The Bitwarden System Administrator Portal is a backend office tool used by Bitwarden employees to
manage billing and other customer support and sales related operations for the Bitwarden service. The
portal is restricted at the network layer and is not available for public access. The portal gives certain
employees access to manage organization and user accounts, including deleting those entities. The
delete button contains a JavaScript confirmation alert that includes the dynamic organization name.
The organization name is set by end users of the Bitwarden application without restriction. A malicious
user could perform a cross-site scripting attack on the portal by setting an organization name with
values that would be executed by the unsanitized content of the JavaScript confirmation alert.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull Requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1703
The dynamic organization name and user email values were removed from the JavaScript confirmation
alerts that are executed when using the delete buttons in the Bitwarden System Administrator Portal.
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BWN-02-016 WP1: Client-side cipher password reprompt can be
bypassed
Even with an unlocked vault, Bitwarden clients offer the ability to further protect access to view data in
the user’s vault by turning on the “master password reprompt” feature at the item level. It was found
that the reprompt feature is only evaluated client-side. A malicious actor could bypass the restrictions of
the feature by manipulating the client’s vault database or retrieving and decrypting the vault data
manually. This behavior was previously known and understood when the feature was originally
designed and released.

Resolution
Status: Accepted for usability.
Pull requests: n/a
The master password reprompt feature is built for users that want to add an additional layer of
protection for particular items to prevent accidental auto-fill, reveal, copy, or other misclicks. It is not
intended to add an additional layer of cryptographic protection. To bypass the reprompt, malicious
actors would need access to the device with the vault already being in an unlocked state. Users can
prevent this by setting shorter vault timeout intervals. This is also highlighted in our help documentation:
https://bitwarden.com/help/managing-items/#protect-individual-items
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BWN-02-017 WP1: Organization admins can hijack user-accounts
Bitwarden provides enterprise organization admins with the ability to utilize the “master password reset”
feature. The master password reset feature requires opt-in enrollment from the individual organization
members so that the members are aware of the trust issues (and possible risks) associated with
allowing the organization to utilize this feature with their Bitwarden account. Enterprise organizations
can also use the Single Sign-on (SSO) feature to federate authentication through an existing Identity
Provider (IdP) used by the organization. This IdP is often administered by the same admins controlling
the Bitwarden organization.
It was discovered that a malicious organization admin could authenticate using SSO as a target user
into Bitwarden using a configured IdP that they control. This would then return the required bearer
token that could be used to enroll the targeted user in Bitwarden’s master password reset feature
where the admin could reset a new master password for the user. Since the malicious organization
admin would not have access to the existing master password used by the targeted user, the admin
would not be able to derive an encryption key needed to view the user’s existing vault data. This action
would essentially corrupt existing vault data. However, if the targeted user were then to set a new
master password or rotate their encryption key themselves following this event (essentially fixing their
corrupted account back into a useable state), the malicious organization admin could then further utilize
the master password reset feature to access the targeted user’s Bitwarden account without restriction.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1940
2. https://github.com/bitwarden/jslib/pull/810
3. https://github.com/bitwarden/clients/pull/2845
4. https://github.com/bitwarden/web/pull/1698
Flows have been updated so that users are prompted for their master password to confirm their
enrollment in admin password reset for their organization. Users are additionally notified in the UI that
organization administrators will have the ability to change their master password.
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BWN-02-018 WP1: Insufficient CSRF protection in Admin panel
The Bitwarden System Administrator Portal is a backend office tool used by Bitwarden employees to
manage billing and other customer support and sales related operations for the Bitwarden service. The
portal is restricted at the network layer and is not available for public access.
ASP.NET Core, the framework used to build the Bitwarden System Administrator Portal, provides an
attribute called ValidateAntiForgeryToken that can be easily applied to page actions to prevent CSRF
style attacks from occurring. Certain administrative actions within the portal were discovered to be
missing the ValidateAntiForgeryToken attribute, which could make them vulnerable to execution by a
CSRF attack.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1696
The ValidateAntiForgeryToken attribute has been applied to all functions where it was missing in the
Bitwarden System Administrator Portal.
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BWN-02-024 WP1: Open redirect via SAML SSO
Bitwarden can act as a Service Provider for use with SAML-based Single Sign On (SSO) and allows
enterprise organizations to configure their SSO Identity Provider (IdP) service URLs under the
organization’s settings. It was discovered that a malicious customer could configure their organization
with a malicious SSO service URL which would create a static redirect endpoint under the Bitwarden
domain.

Resolution
Status: Issue has been fixed post-assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1948
2. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/2085
3. https://github.com/bitwarden/jslib/pull/780
A signed “SSO token” has been added to the relay state of the SSO login process that provides
protections similar to a CSRF token. The token is retrieved by a Bitwarden client from the server as part
of the first “pre-validate” step of a client-initiated SSO process. The token is signed by the server with a
short expiration window and is passed back to the server from the client as part of relay state.
Subsequent SSO steps, such as the “external challenge”, validate the token before proceeding with
service URL redirects. The dynamic makeup of the expiring SSO token prevents organization’s from
sharing a static endpoint under the Bitwarden domain that could redirect to malicious endpoints.
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BWN-02-011 WP4: DOMXSS via ssoHandOffMessage cookie
Bitwarden provides a “SSO connector” that is hosted under the web vault domain. The connector
enables client applications that are not browser-based to authenticate with organizations using Single
Sign-on (SSO) protocols that require a web browser. In the case of the SSO connector serving the
browser extension client, a “hand off message” can be displayed on screen after the SSO process
completes that directs the user back to the browser extension. This hand off message can be
dynamically set by the SSO server via cookies and is read by the connector. The hand of message was
not sanitized properly, which could allow a malicious actor to execute arbitrary HTML and/or JavaScript
under the Bitwarden web vault domain. Bitwarden’s existing Content Security Policy (CSP) effectively
blocked any possibility for JavaScript to be executed, however, HTML/DOM manipulation of the
connector itself was still possible.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/web/pull/1285
Proper sanitization of the hand off message was implemented by setting the innerText property of the
DOM element (DIV), therefore preventing an arbitrary DOM manipulation or JavaScript execution.
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BWN-02-019 Web: General HTTP security headers missing
The Bitwarden service includes many different endpoints and APIs that power client applications. It was
discovered that certain API endpoints (those returning JSON responses to clients) were not returning
best-practice security headers that can help minimize attack surfaces.
HTML-facing endpoints, such as the web vault (vault.bitwarden.com), were already effectively returning
security headers and were not vulnerable.

Resolution
Status: Issue was fixed during the assessment.
Pull Requests:
1. https://github.com/bitwarden/server/pull/1700
Special security headers, such as X-Frame-Options, X-Content-Type-Options, X-XSS-Protection, and
Strict-Transport-Security, were added to all responses from Bitwarden API endpoints.
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